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Elizabeth Gilbert and Acclaimed Authors “Wax Poetic,” Release Personal Cuffs That Give Back 
Elizabeth Gilbert, Glennon Doyle, Jennifer Pastiloff, Bridget Fonger, Dr. Jennifer Freed and Wendy Euler 

 Join Forces with Waxing Poetic Jewelry to Create Cuffs with Meaning for Empowered Giving 

Santa Barbara, CA:  Waxing Poetic announces today the launch of Poetic Giving, a give-back jewelry collection created in 
collaboration with bestselling, admired and influential female authors Elizabeth Gilbert (City of Girls, Eat, Pray, Love), Glennon Doyle 
(Untamed, Love Warrior), Jennifer Pastiloff (On Being Human), Bridget Fonger (Superhero of Love), Dr. Jennifer Freed (Use Your 
Planets Wisely) and Wendy Euler (Goodbye Crop Top).  20% of the sale price of each cuff is donated to the authors’ chosen 
nonprofits or empowering workshops. 
   

 
L: Authors Liz Gilbert and Jen Pastiloff with Waxing Poetic founder Patti Pagliei,  R: The first 6 cuffs in the collection 

 
“This is a dream collection for us. Together with these incredible women, we’ve found a way to offer their fans something cool to 
buy and gift that also celebrates a profound truth espoused by the authors they love so much,”  Patti Pagliei, Founder of Waxing 
Poetic explains, “which also gives back to their noble causes.”  
 
For the authors, their cuff represents something deep within themselves. Elizabeth Gilbert posted a photo on Instagram wearing her 
cuff, sharing “What words most inspire us? For me, the most important words in my life are: I’M RIGHT HERE.” In the post, she 
explained how she writes a letter to Love each morning, what she calls her “foremost spiritual practice,” and received an outpouring 
of gratitude from her community.  
 
The sayings are not your typical sentimental slogans; they are very personal to the source.  Jennifer Pastiloff’s cuff “DON’T BE AN 
ASSHOLE” is a refreshing reminder to silence what she calls our “IA” or “Inner Asshole.”  Bridget Fonger’s “SUPERHERO OF LOVE” 
summons the Superpowers we all have that she discovered on her enlightening journey back from heartache, and Glennon Doyle’s 
cuff reminds us that “WE BELONG TO EACH OTHER” the philosophy behind the organization she founded, Together Rising.   
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“Each is an affirmation for deep experiences and the resonant thinking that these writers have gone through, and the connection 
between the words and the authors is real.” Patti continues, “The demand for these is greater than we anticipated. I think everyone 
can relate to the words of writers who have changed our lives.  We need these constant reminders.” 
 

 
 

Using our platforms to do good: Liz Gilbert sharing the story of her cuff with her Instagram community 
 
“We share with our collaborators the belief in our great capacity to transform each other, our communities, and the world for the 
better through giving. By using their voices and influence to lift others up, these authors encourage all of us to do the same. It is just 
an incredible honor to share their stories, and to give alongside them,” Patti adds, “and we are just getting started.”    

NEW CUFFS RELEASED 
$55 retail, with 20% of the sale price of each cuff donated to the cause listed    

I GOT YOU & DON’T BE AN ASSHOLE  
Jennifer Pastiloff, author of highly acclaimed  

On Being Human for the Aleksander Fund 
 

I’M RIGHT HERE 
Elizabeth Gilbert, author of City of Girls and  

#1 NYT Bestseller Eat, Pray, Love, for Project HOME 
 

I AM LOVE & SUPERHERO OF LOVE 
Bridget Fonger, author of highly acclaimed Superhero of Love, 

for Love Forward Talks 
 
 

LOVE WORKS. LET’S WORK IT 
Dr. Jennifer Freed, author of  Use Your Planets Wisely,  

for AHA!  

WE BELONG TO EACH OTHER 
Glennon Doyle, author of Untamed and the  

#1 NYT Bestseller Love Warrior, for Together Rising 
 
 

AGE WITH JOY 
Wendy Euler, author of the blog Goodbye Crop Top,  

for amFAR 
 

ABOUT WAXING POETIC 
Waxing Poetic was founded in 2001 by Patti Pagliei, designer and entrepreneur. Waxing Poetic jewelry is sold in specialty boutiques 
across the country and abroad, in their flagship store ‘The Shopkeepers’ in Santa Barbara, California, as well as globally via their 
online store, www.waxingpoetic.com 

To read the stories behind each cuff, and learn more about the causes they support, visit: www.waxingpoetic.com/poeticgiving  
For sales inquiries, contact  sales@waxingpoetic.com 
For media and press inquiries, contact  press@waxingpoetic.com  or 805-220-6509. 
Join us, the authors, and the organizations represented in conversations on Instagram: 
 @elizabeth_gilbert_writer  @jenniferpastiloff  @superherooflove  @glennondoyle  @togetherrising @projecthomephl @drjenniferfreed @ahapeacebuilders 
@goodbyecroptop @amfar @pattipagliei @theshopkeepers-sb @waxingpoetic 
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